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Disney Goes to Tokyo
Crossing the Pacific


In the mid-I970s, the Oriental Land Company, a
]apanese development company that owned a
large tract oflandfill east ofTokyo zoned for pub-
Iic leisure activities, approached Disney with the
idea of building a Disneyland in lapan. Six hun-
dred acres were set aside for the project. But, in an
era of conservative (caretaking) management at
Walt Disney Productions, senior executives at Dis-
ney were hesitant. After all, lapan was far away,
quite distant in terms of culture, and Tokyo not
only had much colder winters than California or
Florida but endured a lengthy rainy season in lune
and July. Yet, after exploring alternative options at
some length (including other sites in Asia), Disney
decided to go ahead. Nevertheless, it insisted on a
deal that left Oriental Land with virtually all of the
risk. Instead of taking an ownership position in
Tokyo Disneyland, Disney demanded royalties of
I0 percent of the revenues from admissions and
rides, and 5 percent of the receipts fiom food, bev-
erages, and souvenirs. Disney also asked for and
more or less received artistic control of the park.
Its partner, with its experience in developmer-rt
projects in Tokyo, looked after the complex rela-
tionships with local planning and regulatory
authorities, financing, and adjacent development.


At first glance, Tokyo Disneyland seems to be a
close physical and social copy of Disneyland in
Southern California, Disney's Imagineers were
interested at the outset in adapting some of their
attractions to the Japanese context-Samurai-land
instead of Frontierland, for example. But their
Japanese partner strongly resisted efforts to "local-
ize" Disneyland, and persuaded the Imagineers
that what would best attract the Japanese was a
park that replicated as closely as possible the Amer-
ican original (Brannen, 1992). They pointed out
that Disney tales and characters were long familiar
to ]apanese-indeed, Japanese television had car-
ried a highly popular dubbed version of the Mickey
Mouse Club for many years and Disney movies and
merchandise were wildly popular in lapan. \44-ro is
to say that Mickey Mouse is not Japanese, they
claimed, since he was perhaps more familiar to local
youngsters than the mythical characters of national
folklore. The lapanese carried the day for they
were, after all, the owners of the park.


Tolcyo Disneyland opened in April 1983. The
weather was cold and raw Opening day drew
fewer people than anticipated. But in August it


drew 93,000 people in a single day, higher than
the record one-day attendance records in the U.S.
parks (Brannen and Wilson, 1996). By the late
l980s, it was drawing more than I5 million people
a year) more at that time than either of the U.S.
parks. The park was so popular that occasionally
the admission gates were closed by mid-day to
avoid overcrowding. By 1993, ten years after
opening, Tokyo Disneyland had welcomed 125
million visitors, a number, as Brannen and Wilson
pointed out, roughly equal to the population of


Japan. By 2003, Tokyo Disneyland sat next to a
second gate-Tolyo Disney Seas (opening in
2001). The attendance draw from the two parks is
now nearing 25 million visitors per year and the
employee count comes close to 20,000 (75 per-
cent of whom are entry-level, part-time workers).


Critical to the business side of the organization,
nine out of ten cllstomers on any given day in
Tokyo Disneyland are repeat visitors ("recidi-
vists"). The park has become a favorite destination
for the regular school trips that are a feature of


Japanese school life. It is also a favorite family vaca-
tion destination in a land of extremely short vaca-
tions, and excellent train connections with Tokyo
make it an ideal weekend outing for the family.
Many young couples prefer it for special dates and
honeymoon packages attract newlyweds from all
over lapan.


Tokyo Disneyland has even co-opted traditional
holidays in Japan: "Look, for example, at Tokyo
Disneyland's celebration of New Year's Day-
perhaps the most serious of Japanese holidays,
when people customarily ring out the evils of the
old year with I00 rings of a temple bell. Now
there's an annual New Year's party at Tokyo Dis-
neyland. This parry is so popular that in l99I it
drew in 139,000 people, including a large percent-
age ofyoung lovebirds who reserved a room at the
Tokyo Disneyland llotel over a year in advance"
(Brannen and Wilson, 1996, p. I00). And the
park's added size, fine hotels, and location, rela-
tively close to Narita Airport, Japan's major inter-
national gateway, has drawn a growing number of
visitors from other Asian countries.


Tokyo Disneyland's unprecedented success did
not escape notice back at corporate headquarters
in Burbank. Indeed, the neq Eisner-led manage-
ment team at Walt Disney Company watched as
their royalties provided a steadily growing income
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stream but their Japanese partner, which had
borne virtually all of the risk of the venture,
enjoyed far more of the profits. Oriental Land col-
lected not only the lion's share of the park's rev-
enues but also virtually all the profits from the
hotels and adjacent developments around Tokyo
Disneyland. The rapid slrccess of the park seemed
to prove that Disneyland was in fact a wondrous
global product that could readily move across
national and cultural boundaries. As fohn Van
Maanen (1992, p. 9) puts it, in the article that fol-
lows this Class Note: "The company line is that
Japanese customers experience a pure, undiluted
Americana. All is a direct copy. This may, of
course, be merely an official position, privately
scoflbd at back at Disney headquarters. But, if so,
the public line is pervasive and consistent. One
Disney oflicial, blissfully ignoring the role their
partner played in the story, told the New Torh
Tirnes (April18, l99I): 'We really tried to avoid
creating a |apanese version of Disneyland. . . . We
wanted to create a real Disneyland." The cultural
assumption at work here seems to be drawn
straight from the movie Field of Drenrnr. "If we
build it, they will come."


Why they carne in such nLlmbers and what cus-
tomers took away fi'om visit after visit seefils llot to
have generated much analysis-or, perhaps more
accurately-much public recognition on Disney's
part. A closer analysis suggests that Tokyo Disney-
lancl involved more departures from the original
model than thc corporate line indicates. Before
looking at these matters in more depth, a quick
look at some grounding ideas relevant to the man-
agemerlt of the global el'rterprise is warranted.
These exanrinations beein with the notion of "cul-
tural flow."


The Cultural Marketplace


How culture mo\/es from place to place, from
group to grollp, depends in part on the channels
in play to allow such movement. In commercial
spheres, anthropologist Ulf Hannerz (1992) notes
that rnarkets are channels fbr cultural flow as the
products of one cultural grollp are offered to
members of another. This flow assumes of course
that commodities and services sent forth by profit-
seeking organizations hold value for those who
purchase them be),ond whatever function they
perfbrm and whatever labor value is tied to their
production. That is, a part of the "added value "
sticking to a given product or service derives from
the cultural meaning customers attach to it. A
hamburger, book, or plane ride carries more
meaning than simply whatever nutrition, story, or
transportation it offers.


Sometimes it appears that meaning is all that is
being sold. McCannel (1976) provides some fine
examples of this sort of cultural consumption. In
his ethnographic account of the contemporary
tollrist, he argues that the objects of the world are
increasingly invested with symbolic capital. So
much so that even pure experience can be mar-
keted as a culturally infused "product" that leaves
no physical trace like the "warmth" of a hotel
lobby, the "style" of a restaurant, the "thrill" of a
perfume, the "feel" of a car, the "ambiance" of a
resort or, more pointedly the "fun" of a Disney-
land. Products and services can then be sold on the
"experience" they deliver.


If experience associated with basic services and
products is marketable) so too is the experience
associated with culture. In fact, cultural experience
is a hot item in the marketplace today. Cultural
experience implies the transformation of an original
emptiness, vagueness) or skepticism on the part of
an individual or group into a feeling or belief that is
based on some sort of real or simulated involve-
ment in a novel social world. Experience in no way
conveys competence in or acceptance of the new
world-confusion, rejection, distaste, embarrass-
ment, beftlddlement are all possible results. But,
personal encounters do promote a kind of cultural
awareness that was previously lacking.


Examples of such cultural experiences for a fee
are not hard to locate. Attending a baseball game
at Fenway Park might serve as an "authentic" cul-
tural experience for tourists from Japan. The more
vitriolic and loutish the fans (and argumentative
the players) the better, because then the game
might well appear "more American" to the visi-
tors. Similarly, ordering a cherry Coke and large
fries at the Hard Rock Cafe on the Champs-
Elys6es while enduring the thirteen-minute Jim
Morrison version of "Light My Fire" might pro-
vide a welcome American experience for Madame
Duvall and friends. Or, to reverse the flow, Ameri-
cans gobbling up raw fisl-r at the local sushi bar and
bantering away with the resident Japanese chief
might well com€ away thinking they had experi-
enced a bit of real life in the Land of the Rising
Sun. Certainly in most of the world today, such
cultural experiences are not difficult to locate, but
what are we to make of themf


Two rough answers can be sketched out. Both
are conventional. One answer focuses on cultural
transmission and the agents or initiators of cultural
flows. At the limit, this approach suggests that, as
market channels open up, powerful cultural influ-
ences begin to pound away on the sensibilities of
people such that whatever bits and pieces ofindige-
nous culture they hold are eventually ground
down. Global homosenization results as the local








character ofexposed (and vulnerable) cultures are
replaced b,v the appealing transnational symbolic
forms, prodllcts, and sen'ices originating else-
where. This process is cultural imperialism pure and
simple. l{omogenization results from a center-to-
periphery flou' bringing about something of a
highly commercialized world culture. In tl-ris zero-
sum game, the loss of culture shows itself most
directly in the least organized and powerless com-
munities while the more organized and powerful
grow increasingly similar, coming in the end to
shape, share, and signal world culture. In this vierv,
the Great Wall of China is well on its way to
becoming the Great Mall of China.


The other answer, however, looks to the cultural
acquisition process and those on the receiving end
of culture flows. This perspective suggcsts that
those cultural experiences that do not fold easily
into local patterns of everyday thought and action
are (1) unmarked entirely and are thus withor"rt
influence or appeal; (2) rejected out-of:hand as cul-
turally insulting, inappropriate, or Lrnattractive; or
(3) eventually brought into line through transfor-
mations of one sort or the other. Culture may still
flow from the center outward but it does not always
penetrate. Change and alteration take place down
the line, but the core of the target culture is left
largely intact. The local core may even be recharged
or reinvigorated, its representatives rnade rnore
aware and assertive of their own values and perspec-
tives as a result of such contact. Everyday life thr.rs
colonizes the center rather than vice versa, reshap-
ing the irnported culture to its own tastes and spec-
ifications. Flere , the Great Wall remains just that.


The problem for global managers faced with
cross-border operations is that both theoretical
answers are far too simple. l{omogenization sce-
narios commercialize and thus trivialize culture by
reducing its relevance to something that is bought
and sold and thought to be under the control ofa
few and exported to many. Resistance scenarios
enshrine culture as local, beyond commercial
reach, impenetrable, unique, unfathomable, and
essentially timeless and omnipresent. Minimally,
when looking at the culture flows that accompany
cross-border learning, we must pay close attention
to the meaning (and cultural experience) associ-
ated with a given product or service from the per-
spectives of both those who send it forth and those
who (more or less) receive it. This view calls for a
symbolic and ahnost circular double vision
whereby the cultural assumptions of one group are
brought to light by those of another and both may
shift as a result.


It is important to note, however, that cross-
border learning is less of an "ah-ha" occurrence
than a slow process. The pace may well be glacial
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and intergenerational. To$o Disneyland moved
fiom the exotic to the ordinary in lapan, but such a
shift did not occur overnight. And the process-one
essentially of localization of the global rather than
globalization of the local-was a two-way street.
Watson (1997) provides a marvelous example in
this regard in his studies of how the McDonald's
Corporation moved into East Asia in the 1970s.
\44rat he discovered rvas that while certain elements
of McDonald's higl-rly standardized system and sup-
portive organization culture \\€re accepted by Asian
owners, employees, and cLrstomers (e.g., orderly
queuing, self:provisioning of eating utensils and
accoutrements, selFseating), odrer elements u'ere
rejected-notably those related to the time, space,
demeanor, and menu. To take a single example,
many if not most McDonald's restalrrants in the
region-ftom Beijing to Taipei-were fi;rned into
local leisr"rre centers and after-school clubs for stu-
dious ar-rd social teenagers. Thus the mear-ring of
"fast" in these settings refbrred only to the delivery
of tbod, and not tie consumption.


Watson's materials also display the power of
children ar-rd young adults to further cultural
learning and change. To illustrate, the most eager
"early adopters" of McDonald's were largely,
youllg people who patronized the restaurants pre-
cisely because they weren't local or traditional.
They were, for a time, attractive because they were
exotic. Over the long term, of course , McDonald's
grew less exotic both from frequent r-rse and fiom
modest bllt continued alterations taking place in
the restaurants themselves as owners and managers
made efforts to reconfigure their operations to fit
comfbrtably (and successfully) into the local scene.
And early customers (youth) taught Iater cus-
tomers (adults) the ins and outs and small pleas-
ures of eating at McDonald's, such that the
restallrant's appeal broadened across generations.
By the time the original customers had children to
take to McDonald's, it was no longer seen as for-
eign. It had become absorbed and taken for
granted as a fi"rn and familiar place and enjoyed at
this stage in cross-border cultural learning for just
those reasons.


With these lessons in mind, we continue our
story by looking at how Disneyland moved into
new territory well beyond the social worlds of its
origin. Tolcyo Disneyland is, of course, an ongoing
tale for Disney, which, like that of McDonald's,
continues to change over time both at home and
away. This constant evolution is important to
keep in mind because the excerpts from lohn Van
Maanen's research writing that follows, Displacing
Disney, are but a glossy snapshot that invariably
tries to freeze what cannot be frozen. Enter now
the wonderftil world of Tokyo Disneyland.
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Displacing Disney
Some notes on the flow of culture


b y  J o h n  V a n  M a a n e n


The Transformation


Disneyland went international in 1983 with the
opening of its Tokyo operation. fu noted on the
surface, it claims to be a near perfect replica of
the Disneyland production minus a few original
attractions. There are some recognized modifica-
tions but these are imports selected fiom the Magic
Kingdom instead of Disneyland (..g., Cinderella's
Castle and the Mickey Mouse Theater). In terms of
organizational control, it is as decentralized as they
come-the Oriental Land Company, a Japanese
development and properry management firm, took
full control shortly after the park was built and now
provides Walt Disney Enterprises with a rough ten-
percent cut of Tokyo Disneyland's profits from
admissions, fbod, and merchandise sales. A small
American management team ("Disnoids") remains
in Japan as advisors and consultants to keep the park


in tune with Disney doctrine and the firm hires a
handful of non-Japanese employees, mainly Ameri-
cans, as "cast members" (entertainers, crafts people,
and characters) strategically scattered throughout
the park. The question I now raise concerns the
flow of culture from the west to the east. To what
extent does Tolyo Disneyland mean the same thing
to its new patrons as it means to its oldf


In a nutshell, Tokyo Disneyland does not work,
indeed, cannot work, in the same way as its Amer-
ican counterpart. The cultural meaning of the park
shifts significandy. This is not to say that the sym-
bols and Disney narratives are meaningless in the
lapanese context. Such a view could not begin to
explain the popularity of the park which, in 1991,
outdrew Disneyland by nearly five million cus-
tomers (Ewropenn Elan, October 18-20, l99l).
But, what does appear to be happening is the
recontextualization of the American signs so that
the lapanese are able to make them their own.
This process may be highly general and something
of the norm for cultural transformations.


Source: Excerpted f rom John Van Maanen , 1992, "Displacing Disney: Some Notes on the Flow of Culture, "
Qualitative Sociology 5-35. Reprinted by permission of Plenum Publishing Corporation.








Most observers of modern lapan note the coun-
try's penchant for the importation of things for-
eign, from public bureaucracies (Westney, 1987) to
fashion (Stuart, 1987); to language (Mirua.,19791'
I(achru, 1982); to baseball (\4hiting, 1977). In
fact, lapan's widescale adoption of things American
is now something of a universal clich6. The choice
of imports is, however massive, highly selective.
From this perspective, the consumption of foreign
goods in lapan seems less an act of homage than a
way of establishing a national identity of making
such imports their own through combining them
in a composite of all that the Japanese see as the
"best" in the world. Some of this conspicuous con-
sumption correlates with significant increases in per
capita disposable income and what appears to be a
new and more relaxed attitude among the ]apanese
toward leisure and play (Fallows, 1989; Emmott,
1989). But, whatever the source of this omnivo-
rous appetite, the Japanese seem unworried that
their cultural identity is compromised by such
importation.


Not to be overlooked, however, are the subtle,
sometimes hidden, ways alien forms are not merely
imported across cultural boundaries but, in the
very process, turned into something else again and
the indigenous and foreign are combined into
an idiom more consistent with the host culture
than the home culture. Several features of the way
Disneyland has been emulated and incorporated in
the lapanese context bear mention. Each suggest
that Tokyo Disneyland takes on a rather different
meaning for workers and customers alike in its new
setting.


Consider the way Tokyo Disneyland is made
comfortable for the Japanese in ways that contrast
with its California counterpart. In some ways, the
fine tuning of the park's character follows a
domestication principle familiar to anthropolo-
gists, whereby the exotic, alien aspects of foreign
objects are set back and deemphasized, replaced by
an intensified concern with the more familiar and
culturally sensible aspects (Wallace, 1985; Dou-
glas, J.966). Thus the safe, clean, courteous, effi-
cient aspects of Disneyland fit snugly within the


Japanese cultural system and can be highlighted.
Disneyland as "the best of America" suits the


lapanese customer with its underscored techno-
logical wizardry and corporate philosophy empha-
sizing high quality service. Providing happiness,
harmony, and hospitality for guests by a staff that
is as well-groomed as the tended gardens is cer-
tainly consistent with lapanese practices in other
consumer locales (Vogel, 1979; Taylor, 1983;
Dore, 1987). The legendary sotto voce, stylized
gestures and scripted interaction patterns used by


Japanese service providers in department stores,
hotels, elevators, and shops is merely a slight step
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away from the "people specialist" of planned exu-
berance and deferential manners turned out by the
University of Disneyland in the United States-at
least in theory if not in practice (Van Maanen,
1990). And, "Imagineer-ing," a smart Disney
term used to designate the department responsible
for the design of park attractions ("the engineers
of imagination"), is used for public purposes in


lapan, as in the United States, without a touch of
irony or awareness of contradiction.


If anything, the lapanese have intensified the
orderly nature of Disneyland. If Disneyland is
clean, Tokyo Disneyland is impeccably clean; if
Disneyland is efficient, Tokyo Disneyland puts the
original to shame by being absurdly efficient) or, at
least) so says Bwsiness Weeh (March 12, )'990).
While Disneyland is a version of order, sanitized,
homogenized, and precise; Tokyo Disneyland is
even more so, thus creating, in the words of one
observer, "a perfect toy replica of the ideal tin-
kling, sugarcoated society around it, a perfect box
within a box" (Iyer, 1988, p. 333). One of the
charms of both Disneyland and Disney World to
American visitors is the slight but noticeable fric-
tion between the seamless perfection of the place
and the intractable, individualistic, irredeemable,
and sometimes intolerable character of the crowd.
In the midst of its glittering contraptions and man-
nerly operatives are customers strolling about
wearing "shit happens" or "dirty old man" T-
shirts. Tourists in enormous tent dresses, double-
knit leisure suits and high-prep Brooks Brothers
outfits share space in the monkey car of Casey


]ones's Circus Train with tattooed bikers, skin-
heads, and Deadheads. Obese men and women
wearing short shorts mingle and queue up with
rambunctious teenagers on the make, all to be
crammed onto hurling, clockwork bobsleds and
sent on their way for a two-minute roller-coaster
ride. Park police-dressed as U.S. Marshals or tin-
horn cops-chase down the little criminals of
Disneyland on Tom Sawyer's Island or Main Street
as irate parents screech at their offspring to wipe
the chocolate off their faces, keep their hands off
the merchandise, and behave themselves. For the
Disneyland patron, such contrasts give life to the
park and provide a degree of narrative tension.


In Tokyo, the shadow between the ideal and
realiry is not so apparent. Adults and children bend
more easily toward the desired harmonious state
and out oforder contrasts are few and far between
inside (and perhaps, outside) the park. This is a soci-
ety where the word for different means wrong and


"the nail that sticks ollt is the nail that must be ham-
mered down" (B"yley, I976;Kamata, 1980, \4rhite,
L987). To the extent that there is order in Tokyo
Disneyland is expected and largely taken-for-
granted such that the park glides effordessly rather
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than lurching self-consciously toward its fabled effi-
ciency. Iyer (1988, p. 3I7-3f 8) summarizes his visit
to Tokyo Disneyland in the following way:


There wns no d.isjwnction between the perfect rid.es
nnd their hwrnan rid.ers. Each wa; a.t syncbro'
nized, ns punctwal, os clenru a.s tbe lthel. Little
girh in pretty bonnets, their eys5 lu'id,e with wondery
stood in lines, as irnpaxire as dolls, while their


flawless ,nlthe?'s posed. like tnnnneqwins wnd.er
their wrnbre llas. (Th ey ) w nite d an clvnp la.ining ly


for a nueet-voiced. rnachine to breah tbe silence and.
pertnit thern to enter tbe pa,vilionln regirnented.
sqwads. All the while, another rnechanized. voice


ffired. tips t0 ensltv'e thnt tbe hwrnan elernent
would. be just as well plnnned. as the rnnn-rnad.e:
Do not lenve y061, shopping to the end, nnd try to
leave the parh before rush howr, and ent at a sensi-
ble howr, and. d.o not, wnd.er a.ny circalnsta.nces,


fnil to have agood. tirne.


Such failures to have a good time are rare partly
because of the way Tokyo Disneyland has re-
arranged the rnodel to suit its customers. Despite
its claim as a duplicate, a number of quite specific
changes have taken place and more are planned.
The amusemer-rt park itself is considerably larger
than Disneyland (I24 acres to 74). As a result, it
loses some of its uncharacteristic intimacy in a
Southem California setting but gives off a feeling
of conspicuous spaciousness rather unusual in
greater Tokyo, u,here it seems every square inch is
fully r"rtilized. Disneyland's fleet of Nautilus-like
submarines is missing perhaps because of lapan's
deep sensitivity to all things nuclear. There are a
few outdoor food vendors in the park but over
forty sit-down restaurants, about twice the num-
ber in Disneyland. It is considered rude to eat
while walking about in Japan-the munching of
popcorn in the park being apparently the only
excePtion.


Several new attractions have been added in
Tokyo. Each are quite explicit about what culture
is, in the final analysis, to be celebrated in the park.
One, incongruously called "Meet the World,"
offers not only a history of Japan but an elaborate
defense of the Japanese way. In this regard, it is not
unlike Disneyland's "Meet Mr. Lincoln" where
visitors are asked at one point to sing a passionate
version of "America the Beautiful" along with the
mechanical icon of Honest Abe. In "Meet the
World," a sagacious crane guides a young boy and
his sister through the past, pausing briefly along
the way to make certain points such as the lessons
learned by the Japanese,cave dwellers ("the impor-
tance ofbanding together") or the significance of
the Samurai warrior ("we never became a colony")
or the importance of early foreign trade ("to carry
the seeds offered from across the sea and cultivate


them in our own Japanese garden"). Another site-
specific attraction in Tokyo Disneyland is the
Magic Journey movie trip across five continents
which culminates) dramatically, in the adventure's
return to "our beloved Japan where our hearts
always remain."


Another singular attraction in Tokyo Disney-
land is situated inside Cinderella's Castle and pro-
duced as a tightly packed mystery tour through a
maze of dark tunnels. fearsome electronic
tableaux, and narrow escapes. Groups ofabout I5
to 20 persons are escorted through this breathless
l3-minute adventure in the castle by lively tour
guides. Little passivity is apparent on this attrac-
tion as customers whoop and holler to one
another and race wildly through the castle trailing
their tour guide. The climactic moment of the
tour takes place when the guide selects from the
group a single representative to do battle with a
menacing evil sorcerer. The chosen hero or hero-
ine is provided a laser sword and, backed by nifty
special effects and timely coaching from the tour
guide, manages to slay the dark lord just in the
nick of time. The group is thus spared, free again
for further adventures in the park. The attraction
ends with a mock-solemn presentation of a medal
to the usually bashful group savior who then leads
everyone out the exit after passing down an aisle
forrned by applauding fellow members of the mys-
tery tollr.


It is hard to imagine a similar attraction working
in either Disneyland or Disney World. Not only
would group discipline be lacking such to insure
that all members of the tour would start and end
together but selecting a sword bearer to do battle
with the Evil One would quite likely prove to be a
considerable test for the tour guides when meeting
with the characteristic American chorus of "Me,
Me, Me" coming from children and adults alike.
The intimary, proximity and physical, almost hands-
on, interaction between customers and amusement
sources fbund in Tokyo Disneyland are striking to a
visitor accustomed to the invisible security and
attention given to damage control so prevalent in
the U.S. parks. Tokyo Disneyland puts its guests
within touching distance of many of its attractions,
such that a clrstomer who wished to could easily
defhce a cheerful robot, steal a Small World doll, or
behead the Mad Hatter. This blissful audience
respect for the built environment at Tokyo Disney-
land allows ride operators to take more of an
exhibitory stance to their attraction than a custodial
one, which is often dre perspective of Disneyland
operatives (Van Maanen and Kunda, 1989).


Other distincdy lapanese touches include the
white gloves for drivers of the transportation vehi-
cles in the park, a practice drawn from the taxi and
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bus drivers in Japan; name tags for employees fea-
turing last names rather than first namesl a small
picnic area just outside the park for thmilies bring-
ing traditional box lunches to the park, a reminder
of family clrstoms in lapan and a compromise on
the Disney tradition of allowing no food to be
brought into the park. All ride soundtracks and
spiels are, of course, in Japanese and one American
visitor reports considerably more ad-libbing on
the part of the lapanese ride operators compared
to their American counterparts (Brannen, i990).
The sign boards are dominated by English titles
(Romaji) but all have subtitles in fapanese. Such
concessions to the |apanese guest contrast with
the proclamation of a pure copy. One might argue
that such changes are minor adjlrstments in keep-
ing with the fundamental marketing techniques of
both capitalistic societies, namely, tailoring the
product to its audience. But, it is also important to
keep in mind that even the notion of consumer
capitalism in the two contexts varies systematically.


Main Street U.S.A., for example , has become in
Tokyo, the World Bazaar. Little remains of the
turn-of-the-century midwestern town of Walt's
slippery memory. The World Bazaar is quite simply
an enormous, modern, up-scale shopping mall
where many of the products (and possibilities) of
the five continents are brought together in a post-
modern Disney collage that is distincdy fapanese.
Few modest trinkets are on sale at the World
Bazaar but instead costly, high status items are
offered, all bearing an official Disncv label and
wrapped in Tokyo Disneyland paper suitable for
the gift giving practices of the |apanese as outlined
by Branne n (1990). Frontierland's presentation of
the continental expansion of the United States has
given way to Westernland, which is apparently
understood only through the Japanese familiariry
with the Wild West imagery of American movies,
television, and pulp fiction. Thus, to the extent
that nostalgia, patriotism and historical narratives
provide the context of meaning fbr visitors to
Disneyland, visitors to Tokyo Disneyland are made
comfortable by devices of their own making.
While the structure may appear quite similar, the
meaning is not.


Take, for example, something as fundamental
as the physical design of Tokyo Disneyland. The
very layout of the park seems to be something of a
mystery and cultural maze for many Japanese
visitors. Far more customers in Tokyo are seen
wandering hesitantly through the park with a map
in hand than in the United States where cus-
tomers, by contrast, appear quite confident and
determined while strolling about the park. Certain
attractions, too, are apparently decoded by the
Japanese only with difficulty (and, perhaps, with


the help of the guidebook passed out at the front
gate). Notoji (1988) quotes some native inform-
ants in this regard. One, a middle-age and -class


]apanese housewife says:


I went to see tbe Pirntes of the Caribbenn at Tokyo
Disneyland. because the gwid.ebooh said. it was n
tnust. I had. no idea whnt t0 expect and. I d.idn't
qwite wnd.erstand. wby they hnd. to bave the Pirntes of
the Caribbean there. The word, "tbe Caribbean" has
no rneaning to me except for the irnage of an expen-
sive yncht crwise for sorne rich folhs. I did.n't hnow
that pirates once lived there wntil I saw this a.ttra.c-
tion at Tohyo Disneylnnd.. Tes, the pirate robots were
very well rnnd.e and. their firing of cannon bnlls at
tbe senport tlwn wa.s renlixic. Bwt so whnt?


Another, an elderly Japanese woman, remarks:


I d.id.n't und.erstnnd. what the wbole thing was try-
ing to say. Whnt impressed rne wns tbnt the fi.reflies
were clruputerized.. Tbat Avnericans wowld. go
throagb such trouble to d.o swcb things. Tou hnow,
'we used. to hate Japanese pirates around the
Inlnnd. Sea, bwt we are ruore farniliar with those
rnowntain band.its who raid.ed. and. stripped the
travelers nnked.. I wowld haye und.erstood. it if tbey
bad tbese band.its on the sbow instend of the
Cnribbean pirntes.


In these cases it seems that unless the park visi-
tor is fhmiliar with western-style pirate stories, the
ride-as a symbol of exotic adventure, wicked
deeds, and the pr.rrsuit of treasure and pleasure-
simply fails to work. It may of course become
something else again. Virtually all of Notoji's
informants were taken by the mechanical gim-
mickry employed on the ride, impressed more by
the "movements of the chicken robots and cat
robots" than by the narrative. The pirates, to these
visitors at least, are simply clever robots doing
some incomprehensible things. This may well be
the response generated by other attractions in
Tokyo Disneyland, such as the Enchanted Tiki
Room, the Haunted Mansion, and Bear Country


]amboree; attractions that on the surface at least
seem to offer little symbolic worth to the Japanese.


Not all rides fall into this category. Many |apan-
ese children and adults are quite familiar with other
western stories and fairy tales. Moreover, Disney
editions of some of these stories are so widely cir-
culated that many Japanese children, like their
American counte{parts, believe Alice in Wonder-
land, Peter Pan, and Snow White are the products
of Walt Disney's imagination. Those who know
these tales have little trouble no doubt understand-
ing and enjoying the attractions keyed to them in a
way that the ride-designers would appreciate. But,
even for dre most well-versed of visitors, there
remain crucial contextual differences that will not
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go away and produce for the lapanese in Tokyo
Disneyland a rather different cultural experience
than what most Americans expects and take away
fron-r their visits to the old parks at home.


This shift in meaning can perhaps best be
appreciated by considering some aspects of the
emulatior-r process at Tokyo Disneyland that run
counter to some of our more benign (or, at least,
caln-ring) beliefi about the workings of culture
flows. Tokyo Disneyland serves as something of a
shrine in Japan to Japan itsell, an emblem of the
self-validating beliefi as to the cultural values and
superiority of the Japanese. Disneyland serves as
such a shrine in America, of course, but it is
America that is celebrated. How is it that a
painstaking near-copy of what is ur-rdeniably an
American institution-like baseball-can ftinction
to heighten the self:awareness of the ]apanese I


The answer lies in the workings of culture itself,
fbr culture is not only ar-r integrating device , but a
differentiating device as u,ell, a way of marking
boundaries. Tokyo Disneyland does so in a variety
of r'virys. One already mentioned is the outdoing of
Disne,vland in the order-keepir-rg domain. The
message coming from Japan (fbr the lapanese ) is
simpl,v "anythir-rg yoLl can do, we can do as well (or
better)." If one of the characteristic features of
modern Japran is its drive toward perfbctior-r, it has
built a Disneyland that surpasses its model in terms
of courtesy, size, efliciency, cleanliness, and per-
fbrmance. Were the park br.rilt more specifically to
|apanese tastes and cultural aesthetics, it would
undercut any contrast to the original in this
regard. While Disneyland is reproduced in consid-
erable detail, it is never deferred to entirely, thus
rnaking the consumption of this cultural experi-
ence a way of marking the boundaries beween
|apan and the United States. Japan l-ras taken in
Disneyland onl,v, it seems, to take it over.


Consider, also, another cultural flow analogous
to the way Disneylar-rd itself treats the foreign and
exotic. Tokyo Disneyland maintains, indeed ampli-
fies, Self and Other contrasts consistent with ]apan-
ese cultural rules. Only |apanese employees wear
name tags in the park, the foreign (western)
employees do not. Americans hired to play Disney
characters such as Snow White. Cinderella. Prir-rce
Charming, Alice in Wonderland, Peter Pan, or the
Fairy Godmother are nameless, thus merging
whatever personalized identities they may project
with that of their named character. Other western
employees such as craftsmen (e.g., glass blowers,
leather workers), dancers, magicians, musicians,
and role-playing shopkeepers also remain tag-less.
Musicians play only American songs-ranging
fiom the Broadway production numbers put on
the large stage settings of the park to the twangy


country-western tunes played by a small combo in
a fake saloon ofWesternland. During the Christmas
season, songs such as Rudolf the Red-Nosed Rein-
deer, Silent Night, and the Hallelujah Chorus of
Handel's Messiah are piped throughout the appro-
priately festooned park as a pordy American Santa
Claus poses for snapshots with couples and families
who wait patiendy in long queues for such a photo
opportunity. The gaijin (literally "outside person")
ordinarily speak only English while in role which
furthers their distinctiveness in the setting. Mary
Yoki Brannen ( 1990) writes of these practices:


. rnther than fwnctioning as facilitntors of
the Disneyland. experience lihe their /apanese
clunterpa.rtt gaijin ernployees a.re pwt on d.isplay.
Gaijin cnst tnenobers are d.isplnyed. d.nily in a


grlup a.t the place of honor nt the frlnt of the Dis-
neyland. parade, and. gnijin craftspersons are d.is-
played. tbroughowt the day nt their boxed.-in work
sta.tizns not wnlihe anirnnls in cnges at the zoo.


The same general practice is followed at Disney-
land where, of course, the roles are reversed and
the "Others" are constructed out of different cul-
tural building blocks. Iust as blacks are more
notable at Disneyland for their absence from the
productions and the work fbrce, I(oreans are con-
spicuously absent in Tokyo Disneyland, victims, it
seems, of the facial politics of Asia. Villains of the
Disney narratives produced in the United States
seem often to speak and act with vaguely foreign
personae and accents, typically, but not always,
Russian or German; evil in Tokyo Disneyland is
represented by gaijin witches, goblins, and ghosts
whose accents are distinctly non-lapanese . Such a
practice of sharply separating gaijin from society
mirrors other Japanese cultural productions such as
the popular television shows devoted to portraying
gaijin stupidities (Stuart, 1987) or the practice of
limiting the nr.rmber of baseball players on profes-
sional teams to two gaijin players per team (\4hit-
ing, 1989). The outsiders may be accorded respect
but they are not to come too close for the culture
provides no easy space for them.


Cultural Experience Revisited


These contrasts in meaning across the two parks
could be extended considerably. The point, how-
ever, is not to enumerate all the amplifications,
deflations, twists, or reversals in meaning but to
note their pervasive presence. The ]apanese cul-
tural experience in Tokyo Disneyland is akin to a
"foreign vacation', with a number of comforting
homey touches built into a visit. The park is seen
by the Japanese primarily as a simulated chunk of
America put down by the Tokyo Bay. Passports are
not required but guide books come in handy.
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The perfect copy of Disneyland turns out there-
fore to be anything but perfect at the level ofsig-
nification. If Disney is the merchant of nostalgia at
home, he is the merchant of gimmickry, glitz, and
gaijins in Tokyo. If Disneyland sucks the difference
out of differences by presenting an altogether
tamed and colonized version of the people of
other lands who are, when all is said and done, just
like the good folks living in Los Angeles or Des
Moines, Tokyo Disneyland celebrates diflbrences
by treating the foreign as exotic, its peoples to be
understood only in terms of the fact that they are
not Japanese and not, most assuredly like the
good people of Osaka or Kyoto.


In this regard, both parks are isolated by a belief
in their own cultural superiority. It would be ask-
ing too much perhaps of a commercial enterprise
to question such a belief since the corporate aim in
both settings is, in crude terms, to br-rild and man-
age an amusement park such that people will come
(and come again) to be run assembly-line fhshion
through its attractions and stripped of their
money. But, in the cracks, Tokyo Disneyland offers
some intriguing lessons in culture flow beyond the
mere fact of its existence . I have three in mind.


First, the presentation of "the best in America"
in Japan breaks some new ground and contributes
modestly to what might be called post-modernism
by cornbining cultural elements in ner,v ways and
then allowing customers and workers alike to
develop the logic of the relationship. Thus, Mickey
Mouse, a symbol of the infhntile and plastic in
America, can come to stand for what is fashionable
and perky in Japan and used to sell adult apparel
and money r-narket accounts. This is not simpll' a
matter of the Japar-rese appropriating Mickev but
rather signals a process by which selected alier-r
imports are reconstituted and given nerv meaning.


Second, not only are cultural meanings u'orked
out rather diflbrendy in a new setting compared to
the old and such adaptation takes timel but, as cul-
ture flows continue, people on both sides of the
border become more aware of their olr''n culture
(and its contradictions). The tralfic flow is rnessy
but, as culfl-rres move back and forth, people on
both sides may discover new ways to do things and
new things to do that might not have been apparent
within either culture. People are not passive in rela-


tion to culture as if they merely receive it, transmit
it, express it. They also create it and new meanings
may eventually emerge as cultures interpenetrate
one another. The notions of family entertainment,
safe thrills, and urban leisure will surely never be the
same in lapan since Tokyo Disneyland appeared on
the scene. A recent poll in Japan, for example,
reported that over fifty percent of Japanese adults
when asked "where they experienced their happiest
moment in the last year" responded by saying
"Tokyo Disnel,land" (Iyer, 1988).


Third, the view that cultural influences move
easily along the tracks of massification-mass
media, mass production, mass marketing, mass
consumerism-ushering in a global culture which
spells the eclipse of national and local cultures is
certainly discredited by Tokyo Disneyland. This
view is I think naive to the point of banality. V\4rile
our understanding of cultural flows remains woe-
fully inadequate) we do know that cultural acquisi-
tion is a slor'v, highly selective, and contextually
dependent matter. Culture cannot be simply
rammed down people's throats. As individual iden-
tity and membership distinctions become blurred,
culture mr.rst be approached more as a rhetorical
fror-rt than a fblt realinr Thus. when a CEO of a
multinational corporation refbrs to his firm as "a
fhmily" or when government leaders reach ollt and
try to project the idea of a region as a culture, they
may often be regarded as engaging in rhetoric or
stating an aspiration that is all too obviously miss-
ing in practice. The trick in understanding culture
flows would s€em to be in finding the level where
culture becomes more than an oratorical abstrac-
tion and begins to turn on experience, feeling, and
consciousness. l{ere, then, is where meaning will
be marked and cultr,rral imports embraced,
rejected, or perhaps most commor-rly, transfbrmed.


All this is to say that cultural flows are loose,
ongoing matters. Mickey Mouse has been har-rging
around lapan fbr along time and his cultural status
has a history that is far from closed or complete.
Working out the cr-rltr.rral meaning of Tokyo
Disneyland is also a long-term project that is in all
respects rather open. Man1, of the distinctive


fapanese characteristics of the park were absent
when the gates were first thrown back and more
are surely to corne.
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